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From: Fierro_roman@yahoo.com
To: Planning Clerk; skavdalz11@gmail.com; hrh707@outlook.com; noah@landwaterconsulting.com;

lonyx.landry@humboldt.edu; mrbrian707@gmail.com; sregon@aol.com
Subject: R.D. Fierro Public Comment at 9/21/2023 Planning Commission Email Version speaking as a Private Citizen
Date: Thursday, September 21, 2023 10:25:49 PM
Attachments: L.A. Times article about Paradise Fire and Road Diet.pdf

Good Evening Planning Commissioners Skavdal, Mulder, Levy, Landry, O'Neill,
Mitchell and the young lady whose name/email I don't find on the county webpage;

I wish you all well. My comment, as a reminder from earlier this evening, is about the
General Plan Chapter 14 Safety Elements, Implementation Measures 39 and 40
regarding identification of inadequate evacuation safety routes.

 

S-IM39

Sustainable Evacuation Routes. The
County shall ensure that the next
update of the Humboldt County
Operational Area Hazard Mitigation
Plan (LHMP) include plans to
address evacuation routes, their
capacity, safety, and viability under
a range of emergency scenarios
consistent with Assembly Bill 747.

S-IM40

Improving Inadequate Evacuation
Routes. The County shall identify
areas and populations with
inadequate access/evacuation
routes. After identifying these
routes, improvement plans with
specific mitigation measures shall be
developed and implemented.

 
Inadequacy # 1
The only ingress/egress in Myrtletown is Myrtle Avenue. Myrtle Avenue has 2 vehicle
lanes but appears at one time to have had 4 lanes, owing to the “middle merge lane”
and the bike lanes, and by the way bike lanes effectively bar elderly and disabled
evacuees or commuters. I presume the Middle Merge Lane and bike lanes were not
always there. Myrtle Avenue bottlenecks every weekday rush hour between 8am and
9am and between 5 and 5:30pm. This could create a Paradise, CA-like scenario in
the event of an emergency requiring evacuation in which residents trying to escape a
fire or other disaster under conditions in which the only egress road, Myrtle Avenue, is
bottlenecked. The potential result could be catastrophic as in the Paradise fire in 2018
wherein 85 people were burned up while trying to evacuate and in their cars, on a
bottlenecked road that became a death trap. That ingress/egress road through
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Paradise narrowed its main road by two lanes despite warnings of 


gridlock during a major wildfire  


 


By Paige St. John,  


Rong-Gong Lin II, Joseph Serna 


Nov. 20, 2018 8:35 PM PT 


Reporting from Paradise —   


After a fast-moving fire swept into town a decade ago, burning more than 200 homes and 


trapping thousands of fleeing residents on gridlocked mountain roads, a grand jury called on 


officials to improve evacuation routes. 


But six years later, the city decided to narrow a portion of the main road through town from four 


lanes to two as part of an effort in the downtown area aimed at boosting commerce as well as 


traffic and pedestrian safety. 


Two other roads in the city were also narrowed, records show. 


The so-called Skyway “road diet” slowed traffic, and a local civic group donated benches and 


landscaping to beautify the zone. 


Nearly two weeks ago, Skyway was the scene of unspeakable horror when the worst wildfire in 


California history besieged Paradise. Up to 27,000 residents trying to escape the flames instead 


were stuck in traffic, the buildings around them burning. Some died in their cars when the fire 


roared over them. 



https://www.latimes.com/people/paige-st-john

https://www.latimes.com/people/rong-gong-lin-ii

https://www.latimes.com/people/joseph-serna

https://www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-camp-fire-tictoc-20181118-story.html
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The destruction — at least 81 people dead and 870 missing — has placed intense scrutiny on the 


efforts to evacuate residents and raised questions about whether there was more that could have 


been done to get people out. 


It’s far from clear whether the narrowing of Skyway — the largest of just four routes out of the 


foothill town — worsened the chaotic delays in getting out. 


Mayor Jody Jones said Tuesday that the evacuation of Paradise, begun at 7:46 a.m Nov. 8, was 


complete by 3 p.m. Residents who arrived at a shelter in Oroville said the 16-mile exodus took 


2½ hours, better than the three-hour evacuation in 2008 that sparked the Butte County Grand 


Jury’s investigation. 


 
A stretch of Skyway in downtown Paradise added curved sidewalks to narrow the street from 


four lanes to two to make the area more inviting and safer for pedestrians. 


(Rong-Gong Lin II / Los Angeles Times) 


“I don’t believe that it really mattered,” Jones said of the changes made on Skyway. “I don’t 


think there’s any town in the world prepared with a roadway infrastructure that could evacuate 


their entire town all at once. They’re just not built to do that.” 


Paradise received state funding to put other evacuation routes on “road diets,” California 


Department of Transportation records show. Travel lanes were reduced and bike lanes added to 


Pearson Road, a major cross street that became jammed during the fire evacuation. Travel lanes 


were reduced to make room for turn lanes on Clark Road, one of the four roads out of town. 


But Paradise also received $1.2 million to add raised rumble strips on its main arteries, improve 


drainage, widen shoulders and upgrade traffic signals to improve safety, including battery 


backups to keep the systems running if the power went out. 


The decision to narrow Skyway came amid safety and business concerns from residents. Some 


criticized it as an “expressway,” sending speeding traffic through the small downtown, depriving 


merchants, and imperiling any who tried to walk across. Traffic engineers told the city: “This 



https://https/www.bcag.org/documents/planning/skyway%20corridor/Skyway%20Corridor%20Study%20-%20Final%20Report%202-12-09.pdf

https://www.paradisepost.com/2015/01/06/town-to-host-ribbon-cutting-for-downtown-project/
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situation has limited the town’s ability to realize its potential as a center of commercial and 


cultural activity.” 


So a Bay Area engineer drew plans to slow the road with concrete curbs that cut into the 


Skyway’s outer lanes, restricting it in large portions of the downtown stretch to two lanes — one 


in either direction — with a third center turn lane. 


He warned only against a raised median. At least three lanes would be needed for evacuation 


route in case of fire. 


“We did do a project to make it safer for pedestrians,” Jones said. “People were being killed just 


walking across the street.” 


The narrowed section of Skyway, between Elliott and Pearson roads, runs along a stretch of gas 


stations, antique shops and real estate offices. 


To make it more friendly to shoppers, six sets of curb cutouts encroach on two lanes once 


dedicated to traffic. The pedestrian-friendly curbs, called “bulbouts” by the engineer who drew 


up the Skyway project plans, are used commonly, including in Los Angeles. 


A large portion of Paradise lies north of that downtown restriction, and residents would have had 


to pass through the traffic “calming” to escape the Nov. 8 fire. In the first hours of the 


evacuation, city police converted all lanes to outbound traffic to increase its capacity. 


Among those helping direct fire evacuation traffic in that gridlock was Butte County Sheriff 


Kory Honea. 


“There were thousands and thousands of cars coming down,” Honea said. “The gusts of wind 


that were coming your way, the smoke and the debris. I got at there like 7 or 8 [a.m.], and it’s 


pitch black, its like the middle of the night. Ash and embers are raining down upon you and 


you’re trying to get people going.” 


Honea said officers tried to direct the chaos, using radios to try to identify the blockages. “I 


realize how chaotic and scary that was ... but you didn’t have people honking or trying to go 


around or push through. When we had a road block we would try to call ahead and say, what’s 


the problem? How do we fix it?” 


Street images by Google show a much wider road in 2008. But it still became gridlocked and 


impassable when wildfire that year came close to Paradise. The 2009 Butte County Grand Jury 


noted the area is “especially prone to disastrous wildfires” and concluded “additional evacuation 


routes are necessary.” 


City officials said they have worked to make improvements, including adopting protocols to 


convert two-way streets into one-way evacuation routes during times of crisis. And some 70 


people participated in a recent drill, rehearsing an evacuation down the town’s main thoroughfare 


at rush hour. 



https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-paradise-fire-development-warnings-20181113-story.html
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A forest road north out of Paradise was paved, providing what Butte County officials said would 


be an escape route for those living higher up the ridge. And local officials secured state grants to 


remove vegetation north of Paradise, to reduce fire risk. 


Because of the evacuation problems in 2008, officials this time decided not to immediately 


undergo a full-scale evacuation, hoping to get residents out of neighborhoods closest to the fires 


first before the roads became gridlocked. 


Emergency officials tried to stick with the plan, but the fire spread too quickly. Roads were 


blocked even before the evacuation order went out to additional neighborhoods. 


On Tuesday afternoon, the narrow portion of Skyway was hard to miss. 


A line of fire engines and utility trucks backed up along the roadway as crews headed home 


before sunset. 
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https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-paradise-fire-evacuations-20181114-story.html

https://www.latimes.com/california





Paradise had recently been subject to an infamous “road diet” from a 4 lane to only
the 2 lanes at the time of 2018 fire. Attached is an L.A. Times article from that time
about the Paradise, CA Fire and the tie-in to “Road Diets."
 
Inadequacy # 2
The streets in the county’s jurisdiction and of course outside under city jurisdictions all
appear to be on the same track of the “Road Diets” with no apparent decision-making
input from all cross-sections of citizens being subjected to this. The recent series of
“community meetings” in Eureka and Arcata billed as “Walk Audits” and Smart Cities
seemed to be more as public relations events than genuine input from the people of
the California republic as to a decision of "yea or nay" on whether we actually want
this agenda, or prefer to keep our rights.
 
Inadequacy # 3
The jutting-out “street corner aprons” going up everywhere, county and city, are de
facto traffic constrictors and road hazards. These “aprons” are de facto obstacles
waiting to take out vehicle suspensions and do wonders for wheel alignment and
tires. One need only imagine the way these “aprons” could serve in the event of an
emergency evacuation scenario. There’s also the matter of the county’s, and other
bodies like the cities’, potential liability from vehicle owners whose vehicles are
damaged by “corner aprons.” The current construction on H street here in town as
you see is building more “corner aprons” and will decrease the main roads H and I
streets from 3 lanes to 2 lanes, per a conversation I had with a construction worker.
 
I request you as a decision-making body to do all you can to stop the policy and
outside agenda program of getting rid of our roads, gas, our cars, the continous
building of traffic and road hazards, and avoid any and all Faustian bargains that may
seem tempting.

-R.D. "Dylan" Fierro
Myrtletown/Eureka, California
(707) 601-5466
Fierro_roman@yahoo.com
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https://www.paradisepost.com/2015/01/06/town-to-host-ribbon-cutting-for-downtown-project/
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A forest road north out of Paradise was paved, providing what Butte County officials said would 

be an escape route for those living higher up the ridge. And local officials secured state grants to 

remove vegetation north of Paradise, to reduce fire risk. 

Because of the evacuation problems in 2008, officials this time decided not to immediately 

undergo a full-scale evacuation, hoping to get residents out of neighborhoods closest to the fires 

first before the roads became gridlocked. 

Emergency officials tried to stick with the plan, but the fire spread too quickly. Roads were 

blocked even before the evacuation order went out to additional neighborhoods. 

On Tuesday afternoon, the narrow portion of Skyway was hard to miss. 

A line of fire engines and utility trucks backed up along the roadway as crews headed home 

before sunset. 
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